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Rock Cycle 
A continuous transformation of one rock type to another. Example 

Igneous can form sedimentary, metamorphic or other igneous rocks 

Metamorphic can form sedimentary, igneous or other metamorphic rocks 

Conversion 

 Process New rock 

Rock type (igneous, 

sedimentary, metamorphic) 

Melting Igneous 

Rock type (igneous, 

sedimentary, metamorphic) 

Weathering Sedimentary 

Rock type (igneous, 

sedimentary, metamorphic) 

Folding/ faulting (pressure) Metamorphic 

 

Rock type => weathering => sedimentary 

Rock type => melting => igneous  

Rock type => pressure => metamorphic 

Igneous Rocks 

Formed from magma solidification on (extrusive) or under (intrusive) the earth's surface. 

Forms the basis of other rocks 

Characteristics 

Hard, durable, resistant to weathering 

Shiny when wet 

Dominant minerals; micas, feldspars, quartz 

Distinction 

Felsic => light colored; e.g granite, rhyolite, dolomite 

Mafic => dark coloured; e.g gabbro, basalt 

Sedimentary Rocks 

Formed from dead mineral matter (organic), rock particles (clastic) or mineral precipitation 

(precipitates). 

Types 

Organic sedimentary 

Formed from dead mineral matter like sea shells & weeds 

Examples: limestone, chalk 

Clastic Sedimentary 

Small and big weathered particles cemented together 

Examples: conglomerate, breccia, arkose, sandstone 

Precipitates 

Formed from evaporation of water leaving salts (minerals) behind that 

cement & join together. 
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Examples: rock salt, gypsum, precipitated limestone 

sedimentary rocks 

Metamorphic Rocks 

Formed by great heat (no melting) & pressure which rearranges the alignment of rock minerals. 

Metamorphosis can occur on other rock types or metamorphics themselves. 

Examples: dolomite, sandstone- > quartzite, granite=>marble 

Erosion, Weathering, Transportation & Denudation 

Erosion: the removal (or transportation) of earth (debris, sediments etc) from one point to another 

Types 

Sheetwash erosion: the removal of the thin top layer of the soil 

Gully erosion: the continuous deepening & widening of rills & rivulets by water erosion. Can occur 

when the underlying rock has voids created by through flow, thus no support & collapses. 

Agents of Erosion 

 

Water (rivers, overlandflow, through flow) 

Wind 

Ice (glaciers, lahars) 

Animals (humans) 

 

Transportation: the continuous movement of earth's material by wind, water, ice etc 

Weathering: The breakdown or decay of rocks by physical and or chemical means 

Denudation: the continuous lowering of the earth's surface by erosion & weathering. 

Weathering 

The breakdown or decay of rocks by physical and or chemical means. 

Physical Weathering mostly produce cracks or joints or large boulders and chemical Weathering 

completes the job by decomposing rocks into residual clay or solution. 

Physical Weathering End Products: cracks, joints, angular boulders, granules 

Chemical Weathering End Products: residual clay, solution (minearal syrups), rust 

Physical Weathering 

Exfoliation 

The repeated heating and cooling of rocks causing expansion & contraction respectively. Occurs 

within a few inches from the rock surface (poor conductor of heat). Rock peels off in layers. 

Location: Occurs in deserts where high diurnal (diff between high & low) temperatures exists 

End Products: smoothed exfoliation domes, joints, cracks 

Freeze Thaw 

The repeated freezing and thawing of water in cracks causing stresses within the rock & the 

eventual breakdown into large boulders 

Location: Periglacial regions with alternate cycles of warmth & cold. Some desert regions with very 

low night temperatures e.g Gobi desert 

End Products: Rock boulders, granules, cracks, joints 

Salt Crystallisation 

The evaporation of water leaving mineral salts (mineral precipitation) which expand under great 

heat causing stresses within the rock & the eventual breakdown. 

https://thegeoroom.co.zw/geomorphology/sedimentary-rocks.php
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Location: coastal desert regions with high salt water from oceans/seas. 

End Product: Honeycombs, tafoni, granules, boulders 

Pressure Release/ Dilation/ Unloading 

The freeing/ release of pressure and heat when rock is exposed on the surface. Huge differences 

in atmospheric conditions (pressure & temp) below & above the earth's surface causes cracks to 

develop parallel to the surface when a rock is exhumed. 

Location: anywhere rocks are exhumed 

End Product: cracks parallel the surface 

Plant Root Action 

The growth of plants inside cracks causing root force against the rock & the eventual breakdown or 

splitting. 

Location: Tropical rainforests with abundant vegetation cover & soil moisture, coastal areas 

End Products: rock boulders, granules 

 

Chemical Weathering 

The decay and decomposition of rocks by chemical reactions between rocks & active acids, water 

or gases. 

Chemical Weathering major End Products: residual clay, solution (minearal syrups), rust 

Hydrolysis 

Chemical reaction between hydrogen molecules & certain minerals in rocks e.g feldspar to produce 

kiolinite (residual clay). 

Most active chemical weathering 

Location: anywhere water is abundant 

End Products: residual clay 

Hydration 

The repeated swelling & shrinking of rock minerals upon absorbing water and exuding water 

(drying) respectively 

Location: Anywhere where alternate wetting & heating is abundant e.g tropics 

End Products: residual clays 

Carbonation 

The reaction between carbonic acid (water & carbon dioxide) and calcium carbonate (e.g limestone 

& chalk) to produce calcium bicarbonate which is washed away in solution. 

Location: active in the tropics 

End Products: karst landforms e.g caves, sinkholes, grikes, tower karsts, runnels see karst landscape 

Oxidation 

The chemical reaction between water & iron minerals in rock causing a reddish colouration (rust) 

which weakens the rock and eventually crumbles down. 

Location: anywhere where water is available & iron rich minerals present 

End Products: rust, residual red soil (lateritic soils) 

Chelation 

The decomposition of rocks by percolating humic acids from plants, animals or lichens 

Location: tropical rainforests, anywhere with enough rainfall allowing plant growth 

End products: residual clays 

read more on Chemical Weathering 

https://thegeoroom.co.zw/geomorphology/karst-landscape.php
https://thegeoroom.co.zw/geomorphology/chemical-weathering.php
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Weathering & Climate 

Non Climatic Factors Affecting Weathering 

 

Rock type: igneous->resistant e.g granite, sedimentary->weak e.g limestone, mudstone, 

metamorphic->highly resistant e.g marble 

Mineral Composition: quartz & micas resistant, feldspars easily weatheredWeatheringerals 

facilitates expansion. 

Rock Characteristics: cracks, joints, crevices->facilitates Weathering 

Aspect 

Rock Angle 

 

Deep Weathering 

The breakdown of underground rocks by percolating chemical acids and or water 

Active in tropics because of: 

Abundant rainwater 

Abundant soil moisture 

Abundant plant growth producing humid acids 

Deep weathered layers are visible on jointed rocks such as the igneous types 

Regolith is all the unconsolidated weathered material covering the basal surfaces 

Deep weathered layers 

Bedrock/ basal surface: unweathered fresh rock where chemical acids fail to reach 

Weathering front: Boundary separating the basal surface and the weathered mantle (regolith) 

Saprock / angular boulders: last layer of weathered rock boulders 

Saprolite: consists of corestones & small weathered rocks 

Mobile layer: consists of finely weathered regolith 

Deep Weathering by Region 

REGION INTENSITY FACTORS 

Tropics Very high Abundant rainfall, soil moisture 

Abundant plant growth 

producing humic acids 

High temperatures speeding 

chemical reactions 

Subtropics/ Savannah High High rainfall, 

High soil moisture,  

High vegetation cover 

High temperatures 

Temperate Moderate Low temperatures reducing 

chemical reactions, moderate 

rainfall, moderate to high 

vegetation cover 

Desert Low Baked surfaces (rocky 

surfaces) reducing infiltration & 

percolation 
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Sparse vegetation cover 

reducing humic acids 

Low rainfall reducing 

percolation 

Polar Very low Low temperatures reducing 

chemical reactions 

Ice covered surfaces reducing 

infiltration & percolation 

Sparse vegetation cover 

reducing humic acids 

 

Human Impact on Weathering 

Pollution e.g from factories, cars, houses producing acid rain 

Deforestation->more carbon dioxide->more acid rain 

Afforestation->more humic acids 

Veld Fires 

Mining->pressure release->rock bursts 

 

Slopes 

 

Slope Profiles 

A slope is any inclined surface 

More spread out the regolith-> more gentler slopes 

Slope Units 

Slope Unit Description 

Convex Slope, Waxing slope Upper slope part.  

Relatively gentle  

Free Face/ Fall Face A hard scarp uncovered by debris. 

Material readily falls 

Rectilinear/ Transportation slope Middle slope part 

Constant gradient 

Material is transported down 

Concave, Foot Slope, Waning slope Lower part of a slope 

Flat 

Material deposited 

 

Slope Development & Factors 

Exogenic factors: processes occurring on outside or on the slope 

Endogenic factors: process occurring inside the slope (below the surface) 

Endogenic Factors Exogenic Factors 
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Processes on Slopes 

Overland flow: The concentrated & unconcentrated flow of water in rills or as sheetwash 

respectively. 

Saturated Overland flow: Flow of water on top of an already saturated ground 

Hortonian Overland flow: This occurs on slopes when rainwater fails to infiltrate into the soil, thus in 

doing so flows along the surface as a thin layer collecting soil. 

Rills: Tiny channels created by sheetwash 

Rainsplash: The dislodgement of soil particles by the impact of falling raindrops 

Bioturbution: Small animals like worms which leaves voids in the soil facilitating soil movement 

Mass Movements 

Causes or Triggers of Mass Movements 

Earthquakes 

Volcanic eruptions (shakes, melting ice, lahars) 

Heavy Rainfall 

Animal feet 

Human Causes 

Deforestation/ Agriculture 

Mining (admit mines, ground bombardment) 

Slope construction 

Weathering, rock type, rock structure, soil type, 

geological structure ,throughflow, percolation 

Weathering, folding, mass movements, runoff, 

vegetation, insolation, precipitation, erosion, 

denudation 

Factor  Description 

Climate Arid climates->mechanical weathering ->steep 

slopes, scarps e.g Grand Canyon 

Tropics -> chemical weathering->gentler slopes 

Vegetation Binds soil together-> maintains steepness 

Sparse vegetation-> loose soil-> gentler slopes 

Slope Processes Supply limited slopes (erosion, denudation) -> 

less debris -> more steep slopes 

Transport limited slopes-> more debris-> 

gentler slopes  

Overland flow-> more debris removal-> gentler 

slopes 

Endogenic  

Rock Structure Igneous resist weathering- > steep slopes 

Sedimentary -> less res 
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Road undercutting 

Noise from heavy machinery, vehicles etc 

Types of Mass Movements 

Type Description Rate Water Content 

Soil creep Movement of soil 

grains on slopes of 

about 6°. 

Caused by Heaving 

from rain or snow 

Very slow none/little 

Soliflucton Soil movement on top 

of an impermeable ice. 

Slow high 

Earthflow Movement of 

lubricated coarse 

sediments down slope 

Medium High 

Mudflow/ Lahar Movement of 

lubricated fine 

sediment down slope 

Fast/ Medium Very high 

Debris Flow see earthflow Medium Low/ medium 

Avalanche Movement of ice 

blocks or snow 

powder down a 

mountain slope. 

Fast/ very fast Low 

Landslide A block of land/ slab 

sliding down a slip 

plane 

Fast/ very fast High 

Rotational Slide/slump Slabs of land sliding 

on top of another 

along a curved slip 

plane. 

Fast High 

Rockfall Rocks falling from a 

scarp face or atop a 

hill 

Very Fast/ 

Instantaneous 

None 

Rockslide Rocks sliding down a 

bedding plane 

Very Fast None 

 


